**Masterplan y equipamientos socioculturales en Berna, Suiza**

**SECTIONS**

**DISTRIBUTION OF USE**

- Housing: 16,600m²
- Office: 11,200m²
- School & Campus: 4,000m²
- Residential: 2,200m²

**TOTAL: 33,000m²**

**SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM**

**USAGE INTENSITY & PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC FLOW**

**VERTICAL CROSS-SECTION**

**LONGITUDINAL MASTERPLAN SECTION | B-B**

**USERS FLOW**

- Shopping pedestrian flow
- Commuting pedestrian flow

**Central Train Station.**

It`s estimated that this users will arrive mostly from Bollwerk and units.

Pick-up and drop-off areas located at the level 1, provide easy access from the basement through the vertical communication systems.

The position of the hotel near the train station and the new tourist office under the bridge also helps to unify the different masterplan levels with the Schützenmatt explanade.

Hotel users will arrive mainly by public transport or taxi.

**OTHER**

- The usage of the different levels, as shown on "Section B-B" allows to create a cushion of the residential space from the street via the personal area level and also with the elevation over the street level.

- The usage of the different levels, as shown on "Section B-B" allows to create a cushion of the residential space from the street via the personal area level and also with the elevation over the street level.
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